
 
  

 

PLANNING LESSONS FROM THE LAKERS: 

THINGS TO CONSIDER 
 

Basketball season is wrapping up, and a perennial powerhouse of the NBA, the Los 
Angeles Lakers, has fallen on hard times.  They haven’t made the playoffs since 
2013, and their win-loss percentage over the past four years has been the worst in 
team history. 
 

What happened?  The death of majority owner Gerald “Jerry” Buss in 2013, and 
the subsequent power struggle between his children is part of the story—and that 
is of interest to us and to our business-owner clients. 
 

The Lakers saga reinforces many lessons in business continuation planning that we 
believe are useful for our business owner clients.  While Jerry Buss made detailed 
plans for the continuation of the Lakers organization in the hands of his children, 
things have apparently not turned out well for the family.  For example, it is 
probable that Jerry Buss would not have wanted to put his children in a situation 
where one child—Jeanie Buss—had to fire her brother Jim from employment with 
the organization.   
 

With the benefit of hindsight, and assuming that Jerry Buss would have wanted to 
avoid the problems that arose with his business continuation plan, what could 
have been done differently? 
 

1. Pick just one child to run and own the Lakers after the original owner’s 
death.  For example, if Jerry thought that Jeanie was the best choice to run 
the Lakers—which he clearly did—he could have left her the business 
outright.  If there were insufficient assets to roughly equalize the value of 
inherited assets earmarked for other five of his children, he might have 
considered having Jeanie buy the business through buy-sell arrangement.   
Also, he could have used life insurance as a means to equalize the estate 
for the other children. 

 

2. Make different plans to address Jeanie’s relationship with a key 
employee, Phil Jackson.  How could this have been done?  Prior to his 
death, Jerry could have changed the business continuation plan once 
Jeanie started dating head coach Phil Jackson, recognizing the potential 
strain it would put on the family and business.  In the alternative, the 
Lakers bylaws or other company policies could have made relationships 
between management and subordinates (direct or indirect) a firing 
offense.   
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3. Insert a non-family member, in a superior position, into club management 
to help manage or avoid inevitable conflict.  For example, the family trust 
document might have required an outsider—say Magic Johnson, for 
example—to get a small ownership stake in the club and to act as 
controlling owner.  

 

4. Sell the team to a third party and divide up the proceeds among the Buss 
children.  If the team was sold after Jerry’s death, perhaps to Philip 
Anschutz, who already had a right of first refusal, the Buss heirs would 
likely have had plenty of money to pay any estate tax liability, and plenty 
left over to enjoy a comfortable standard of living—without the need to 
have to have siblings work together in a very public setting.  That might 
have been a better result. 

 

Even though the saga of the Lakers and the Buss family is unique, it does reinforce 
the idea that successful family business continuation planning is hard.  Very hard.  
There are so many potential issues that need to be deftly handled—during the 
planning process and after—to achieve a good result.   
 

Have you made detailed, written plans for the continuation of your closely held 
business?  Are those plans complete and up-to-date?  Would you like help in 
thinking about potential continuation issues that would prevent the smooth 
transition of your business? 
 

 

 

AS ALWAYS, PLEASE FEEL FREE TO CALL TO DISCUSS THESE OR 

OTHER FINANCIAL SECURITY ISSUES OF CONCERN. 

 

 

This information is designed for informational or educational purposes only.  It 

is not intended as investment advice and is not a recommendation for 

retirement savings. Lincoln Financial Advisors Corp. and its representatives 

do not provide legal or tax advice. You may want to consult a legal or tax 

advisor regarding any legal or tax information. 
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